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       GIFTS is an acronym for Gratitude, Intention, Forgiveness, Triumphs,
and Self-love. I believe that those are the principles we need to explore
in order to discover our true gifts. 
~Kim Coles

It is in my soul to spread love and laughter. 
~Kim Coles

There's a lesson in everything. Looking for the lesson is grounding. 
~Kim Coles

You should only be doing that thing that lights up your soul. 
~Kim Coles

Don't be concerned with how many followers you have, be concerned
with where you are leading them. 
~Kim Coles

Even if I wasn't an actress or a comedian, I would be spreading love
and laughter [with] whatever I did. 
~Kim Coles

Everyone came here to do something magnificent. 
~Kim Coles

I'm happy to get up in the morning. 
~Kim Coles

I'm ready to meet a nice man! 
~Kim Coles

I've had enough experience with knowing that things will turn out just
fine. I pray for that. There's a lesson in everything. Looking for the
lesson is grounding. 
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~Kim Coles

I do what I do because there's nothing else for me to do. This is what
I'm supposed to be doing. 
~Kim Coles

You should only be doing the thing that makes you happy. Not just
surface happy. 
~Kim Coles

I just want a life that's full of up-leveled joy. And I'm ready to meet a
nice man! Put that out there, too. 
~Kim Coles
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